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The latest concept, by Fauchon Paris “Le
Gourmet Café” held its spectacular grand
opening ceremony on Sunday 24th

January. Unlike any other venue under the lux-
ury French brand, “Le Gourmet Café”, brings to
Kuwait a unique and sophisticated experience
in every way.

The lavish ceremony was filled with enter-
tainment and flair creating an experience dif-
ferent to any other, with the guest of honor HE
Christian Nakhlé - Ambassador of France,
along with many other distinguished guests
and socialites both from Kuwait and abroad.
The guests were greeted by their hosts, Mr
Emad Bukhamseen, Chairman of Gourmania

and members of the Bukhamseen family.
Like entering a new world, a long gold car-

pet extended from the mall entrance to the
event foyer. Along the golden path were illu-
minated jewelry showcases displaying
Fauchon’s latest culinary masterpieces. The
entire foyer in the heart of the ground floor
came to life during the event with elegant cur-
tains concealing the restaurant interior until
the dramatic unveiling.

The man behind this new concept is CEO of
Gourmania International, Mohammed Bseiso,
and together with Fauchon Paris, the concept
was created and developed. “Fauchon is one
of Kuwaits most popular dining destinations

and the opening of our fifth outlet, less than
one hundred meters away from our outdoor
seasonal CafÉ, meant that this one had to be
significantly different while still maintaining
the brand identity of Fauchon” explained
Mohammed. “A change to the look would not
be enough and a ‘twist’ was needed to
enhance the customer experience” he added.

One of the new “twists” is the introduction
of a Gourmet and Caviar Bar, serving Michelin
Star level, haute cuisine with delicacies such as
Kobe beef, escargot, fresh oysters and varia-
tions of home-made fois gras created by
Fauchon chefs Nicolas and Reddy. “If there was
only one place in Kuwait to target patrons of

this range of cuisine, then it would be right
here in Salhiya” Mohammed explained.

Another spectacular new feature of this
outlet reverts back to Fauchon’s roots of serv-
ing the finest in world class desserts and pas-
tries. In addition to the much loved Fauchon
classics there is now a mesmerizing
“Interactive Dessert Collection” prepared live
in an open pastry kitchen and served on the
table by one of Fauchon’s talented chefs. The
idea and inspiration of having this collection
emerged from the desire to “get out of the box
and take an already great product to an even
higher level” said Mohammed. The creation of
these dishes took several months in the mak-

ing by award-winning chefs, Daniel Jongsma
and Antione Chassonnery, developed exclu-
sively for this branch. The desserts move,
change, open, close and crack - the interactivi-
ty between the dish and the customer is what
makes this collection truly unique and one of a
kind.

If this isn’t enough, “Le Gourmet Café” will
be launching the “CENT’aime” which will be
sold at the price that the name suggests,
100KD per plate. This dessert takes originality
and culinary artistry to a new level and worth
every penny. However the details of this dis-
tinctive creation are secretly guarded and yet
to be revealed in the near future.

Fauchon Paris opens new concept exclusively for Kuwait

The Training Center of Arab Open University (AOU)
organized a workshop on (Microsoft Office
Applications) for the employees of Oula Fuel

Marketing Company. It was delivered by Naif Al-Fadli who
stressed on the importance of such workshops, which are
organized by the Center, in serving the whole community.
The workshop addressed a theoretical and practical appli-
cation of Office Programs, namely, Word, Excel and
Outlook. 

Al-Fadli pointed out the aim of this workshop is to
develop skills of the participants and enable them to cre-
ate and edit documents, insert texts and drawings, profes-
sionally prepare official letters, and use the Excel applica-
tion in creating tables and processing formulae. The work-
shop also delivered the Outlook application, which is used
to send emails and prepare timetables.  

At the end of the workshop, the participants expressed
their pleasure for attending this kind of workshops that
develop their skills. Then, the director of the Center, Dr
Sami Nasser Khalifa present the certificates to them. 

AOU Training Center organizes Office workshop
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